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| In accordance with the request of the President's Commission, Bureau 

petsonnel, including Mr. Shaneyfelt of the Laboratory, Mr, Gauthier of the Exn'bits 

Section, and Mr. Malley, were present at which time certain slides printed from 

nd Abraham Zapruder movie film depicting the assassination of President Kennedy, 

which were obtained by the Burcau from "Lifel’ magazine, were shown. Also Q 

present al the Commission Ye the following: \p 

Q 
Commander James nia Humes, Director of Laboratories, Navy. \ 

Medical School, Uz S. Naval ‘Hospital, Bethesda,- - Maryland; +28. fe 

| te ~ 
at - Commander J. Thornton Boswell, Chief Pathologist, U. S. Navy 

a Redon © hook, Bethusda; tid . ny 
ree ; ta “cass a £ Xe; 

pe - C olonel Pierre AZ F inck, Chief of Wound Ballistics, Pathology ¥ 

Branch of the Armed Forees | ineith ute of Patholony, Washington, ‘D. Cos; ae 

EL ’ bs Bey ¢ | 
Dr. A. GrOlivier, Chief of W found Ballistics Branch, Edgewood, eh 
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Dr. F. W¢ Light, Jre. Deputy Chief, Biophysics Division and; . _" = 

? ~ Chief of Wound Assessment Branch, Edge wood Arscnal, io tie 2 
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The purpose of the showing of this film, as il developed during the O 

mectiny, was to give the doctors present an opportunity lo sce the actual movie z 

of the shooling of the President as well as the slides which had been made P 

whieh were mugh clearer than the actual movies. The Commission desired 22 

the doctors present in order to oblain from them their views concerning the - 

actual manner in whic " Rae President was shol. (740 , 
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Memo tu Me, Belmont fr 
Re: Assassination of Pre 
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During Wis session Commander James J, Humes advanced the theory, that the first shot enterec 
afew inches below the head and followed a Pp 
in the front without encou 
bullet lo any desree, Commander Humes was of the opinion the bullet continued 
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l the President's body in the rear in the neck resion 
allern through the neck and exiled r nlerine any bone or other Objects which slowed the 

and struck Governor Connallsfy in the back on the rivht-hand side below the shoulder and exiled on the right-hand side of Governor Connally in the chest Bvea, Commander Humes stated that here again, based on medical reports received from ch clors in Texas who exa 
oy StPuetion and passed th 

mined Governor Connelly, the bullet met with no scrious rough the body, merely prazing one of the rib bones, ~ It!'was Commander Humes! opinion that the bullet from the firs| shot apprrently lodged in some manner in the clothing of Governor Connelly and this bullet iS: the one which was found on the stretcher on which Governor Connallfy was brourht to Parkland Hospital in Dallas, Texas. Commander Humes slates this bullet was jo damaged in any way and it is for this reason he feels that the first shot definitely passed through both the Lody of the President and Governor Connally. 

In explaining his 

with such an impact that i 

feclinys concerning this theory, Commander Humes _ Slated that another shot is believed to have hit the right wrist of Governor Connelly t caused the bullet to break into many [rayments and he noted that many fraryments were found in the right wrist area of Governor Connstly as Weill as in the thich of the left ley, 

a 
Relative to the third shot which was fired, which based on the photographic material available is believed to be the one Which hit the President's head, Commander umes ad-ised that there is no question that this bullet separated into 

‘ 

many fravinents upon impaet and many fragments were found in the skull area of’. the President. Tle noted 
‘from the inside inasmuch 
: deposit where an object hadi struck {! 
States that the fraement w 
Which struck the President's head or could have been hit Governor Conneilss's wrist, 

hat‘one fragment had apparently gruck the front windshield as the examination of the windshield did detect some lead 
1c inside of the Windshield. Commander Humes hich slruek the windshield could have heen from this shot 

a fragment from the shot which 

¢ The other doctors present did not completely confirm the theory of Commande: Humes but felt, based on t 
nor Connoll/y in the Presi 
inthe car, that there was 

Slalf members of 
they planned relative to th 
the Bureau relative ta the 
based completely on uidie 

heir review of the pictures, noting the movements of Gaver~ dent's automobile and the peneral location of the occupants aw possibility this Hers, Mis aes ie al G 4.9, ; 
the Commission gave nu indivalion What additional action 

is theory. Itis noted that any comments made in (ie past by 
shots that struck the President and Governor Conrollfy were . al reports furnished the Bureau by Doctors at Parkland Hospital and the results of lhe wulepsy of the Us Naval 
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